Does
playing
video
games
sharpen
s
work-related skills and abilities?

We think it does.
But we need your help to prove it.
We are part of a diverse team of industrialorganizational psychologists, O*NET experts, gaming
mathematicians, psychometricians, and video game
developers who believe that gameplay behaviors,
studied over time, can effectively predict a gamer’s
potential job performance. We see CVGs, besides
being fun to play, as a valuable assessment tool for
evaluating and compiling job-seeker competencies —
particularly for Gen-Zers.
Our current research project will leverage gameplay
data from a small, targeted number of mainstream
video games to create a competency-based profile
that gamers can use to explore career options,
enhance traditional resumes, append job
applications, and explore jobs.
Our project is called Play2Work: P2W.

We need a top-tier game publisher who can partner
with us to provide data we can explore and use in our
research. Our long-term vision is to provide a jobrelated competency profile made available to gamers
on-demand via a P2W Gaming Profile. Our research
will ensure that the Profile is a scientifically accurate
reflection of the gamer’s job-related soft skills.
The P2W research project needs in-game behavioral
data that reflects actions taken based on decisionmaking in a game. We will group these actions into
competency areas to study gamers’ behavior and
begin to connect what they do in the game with what
they might do on the job.
Current APIs have some useful data, but we believe we
will need access to data not generally available on
public APIs — examples of which we’ll show on the
next page.

Dr. Jennifer Verive is an IO psychologist, an educator with a focus on Gen Z, and a social entrepreneur who applies
research-based findings to effect positive change in the workplace. As CEO of White Rabbit Virtual, Inc., she worked with
clients in the U.S. and abroad to implement flexible/mobile work programs and publish and present client-based research.
Dr. Jonathan Levine is an entrepreneurial IO psychologist with more than 20 years of experience in both public and
private sectors. One of the key builders of the U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Information Network (O*NET), he
specializes in such areas as selection, talent management, assessment, competency modeling, and job analysis.

Partnering with P2W offers the following benefits:
• New revenue streams from P2W Gaming Profiles
• Scientific evidence that gaming sharpens work-related skills and abilities
• Increased visibility of Microsoft Education and new, expansive marketing
opportunities
• Positive publicity for the gaming industry
• Gamers’ happiness and fulfillment by helping them improve their
working lives
• Embed gaming into employment lifecycle: New distribution channels
and possibilities for monetizing will grow exponentially in the future
Gaming Action

Possible Variable

Possible Competency

Player proceeds or is stuck

• Time to get to checkpoint
• Choice of checkpoint

Problem solving

Avoiding traps

• Number of traps caught in
• Amount of time to get out of trap

Critical thinking

Help another player pass an
obstacle
Overcome challenge

• Whether player helps other player
• How many others helped

Teamwork

• Time to recognize challenge
• Tactical choice(s)
• Strategies used

Originality

Characters capitalize on
or organize unique abilities

• Which abilities are used/unlocked
• How teams are configured
• Which tools/weapons are used

Leadership

P2W research will
explore how
competencies required
to play CVGs
correspond to those
historically validated for
job performance via the
U.S. Department of
Labor’s Occupational
Information Network
(O*NET). Outcome of
the research will be the
creation of a Personal
Gaming Profile that
describes a gamer’s
level of proficiency on
a set of job-related
competencies made
accessible to jobseeking gamers in real
time with the simple
click of a button.

Partner with us.
Help us prove how gameplay
reflects gamers’ job skills.
Contact:
Dr. Jennifer Verive
jmverive@gmail.com
(775) 315-4748

